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Units of time, s’aka and samvatsara in Hindu kalaganana 
 
By AK Upadhyaya 
 
History based on linguistics moves in circles. First an arbitrary time frame is assumed with the limit of 
Biblical Creation in 4004 BC. Then it is matched with the arbitrary theories of language. Again thelinguistic 
time frame is used to assess the date of history. Earlier, it was 5 scholars quoting each other, now even one 
person quotes his own 5 guessworks to prove his theory (?) that all knowledge of astronomy in India has 
come from Sumeria. No prior study of any astronomy or elementary math is considered necessary for 
making any comment. They are not concerned with recent geological time scale of 5 billion years or historic 
cycle in India of 24,000 years. The last 3 cycles have accurately matched with cycles of glacial floods.  
 
I have explained the use of 5 out of 7 yugas used for dating history in my two books-Vedic View of Sri 
Jagannatha-Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati-507517 and Sankhya Siddhanta (Hindi)-by Nag 
Publishers, Delhi-110007.  
 
But till today oxford style historians have not even realized the need of knowing calendar, study is farther 
thing. The Calendar software of NASA gives a guideline to verify astronomical references. But it has an 
uncertainty of 2-5 days in dating Mahabharata era (3139 BC) or up to 7 days in Ramayana era (4433-
4361BC).  
 
It is not certain as to how much faster was earth's axial rotation in those times. There are 7 alternate 
theories, but none has taken into account the effect of glaciation in axial rotation speed. If water mass is 
shifted to poles due to glaciation, the same angular momentum of earth (or Earth-mass) will give higher 
speed. This situation will last for about 1000 years. This was the reason Calendar of Vaivasvat (13902 BC) 
had to be revised in 9223 BC in Rabat ((90 deg. west of Ujjain) by Maya. This world calendar has 
maintained the uniformity of zodiac signs and conventions all over the world till today. In the circumstances, 
it is best to take Surya Siddhanta calendar as good average calendar for cycle of 24,000 years. Cross check 
can be made by 5 alternate yuga systems. I am attaching some files as summary of chronolgy. 
 
 A.K.Upadhyay, IPS, 
B-9, CB-9, cantonment Road, Cuttack-753001, Orissa(India) 
 0671-2304172 Mob-09437034172 
 "Arun Kumar Upadhyay" arun_ved@yahoo.co.in 

 
Shaka and Samvatsara 

1.Introduction-Both the words ‘Shaka’ and ‘Samvatsara’ indicate count of years, but there is small technical 

difference between the two words, which will be explained in this article Difference will be understood by 

properly knowing the social and religious customs and historical changes. Conversely, history can be 

understood only when meaning and start of various shaka and samvatsars are known. But due to aim of 

destroying vedic culture which has been openly declared by Oxford university as the sole aim of its historical 

and philosophical studies, all reference to any calendar system is omitted. Historians in last 200 years taught 

under this scheme have become so much ignorant of the calendar that the so called Bharatiya Vidya 

Bhawan’s Indian History does not even mention these words indicating different forms of calendar.  

Ignorance is coupled with complete inability to understand the mathematics behind calendar system. This 

mathematics is impossible for a student of arts stream and also highly difficult for a science student. Till 

today there is no exact method of calculating solar eclipse, it is done by successive approximation of 

thousands of equations by computer. Even the methods of calculating true planets in ‘Surya-siddhanta’ is 

more precise and accurate than the modern methods as explained in my mathematical commentary on 

‘Siddhanta-Darpana’. But the historians hide their own illiteracy by telling that vedic Rishis were illiterate and 

their verses are speculation after seeing the nature. With this pre-supposition, praises of philosophical 

heights in Vedas is insult to Vedas as well as ignorance about philosophy itself that it is merely speculation 
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based on personal feeling, cult etc. without any trace of knowledge of mathematics or science. Another 

example of worldwide knowledge of astronomy is use of 18 digits of calculation in astronomy in old Mexico 

for finding solar eclipse of 7000 BC. Vedas call this number ( 10 to the power 17) as ‘Parardha’, used at 

various places to indicate the size of galaxy in units of dhama-yojana(half degree of earth’s circumference) 

or the half-life period of Brahma in years. Due to this reason Aryabhat in Aryabhtiya(499 AD) also has used 

the number system of 18 digits only. Modern electronic calculators use numbers up to 12 digits only. 

 2.Misconceptions- Shaka is considered related to Shaka tribe or the Shaka –dvipa (continent) which 

surrounds or is adjacent to Jambu-dvipa as per puranas. Another misconception is that it was started by 

Kushan(a branch of Shaka-tribe) king Kanishka. This assumption has 3 fallacies-(a) As per Rajatarangini of 

Kalhan ,three Turkistan chieftains Hushka, Jushka, and Kanishka ruled from 1294 to 1234 BC. They were 

Buddhists, but they had not started any calendar.(b) Shalivahana-shaka started in 78 AD long after period of 

Kanishka whose period is shifted by 1200 years to make it tally with this era.(c) Shalivahana is not the only 

Shaka- there are shakas in name of Yudhishthira starting on 17-12-3139 BC, Shudraka in 756 BC, Shri 

Harsha shaka in 456 BC, Kalchuri or Chedi shaka in 248 AD, and various local shakas started by local kings 

in Nepal(Newar in 889 AD, claimed unification in 1769 AD),Shivaji shaka in 1673 AD, Kapilendra shaka in 

Orissa 1426 etc. None of these kings are shaka. Even Siddhartha Buddha(1886-1805 BC as per puranas) is 

called ‘Shakyamuni’ though he was descendant of Suryavamshi Ramachandra, not of shaka tribe. 

 Similarly, only the following years are called ‘Samvat’- 

a. Srishti(creation) samvat from which time planetary system of sun is moving in present manner as 

per Surya-siddhanta(about 198 crore years)  

b. Parashuram-samvat, called Kollam in Kerala, starting in 6,177 BC.  

c. Kali Samvat starting on 17/18-2-3102 BC(calendar system without counting 0 AD), Ujjain mid-night.  

d. Vikrama(Vikramaditya of Paramara-Agni dynasty of Ujjain, 82 BC to 19 AD)- Samvat starting in 57 

BC.  

It is surprising that even the astronomers are now using these two words - shaka and samvatsara- in same 

meaning due to ignoring our veda and puranas and depending on deliberately distorted and ignorant 

European books. Shalivahan- shaka is frequently called as ‘shaka-samvat’ which has no meaning. It can be 

either ‘shaka’ or ‘samvat’, and there are many other shakas, as per examples shown above. 

Otto Neugebauer in his book- ‘Exact Sciences of Antiquity’(Harvard university,1957) has written that two 

systems of calendar were simultaneously in use in Egypt- one was for mathematical purpose which tallied 

with seasons and the other for civil purpose which was simple to use. Only other reference to double system 

is ‘amali’(from amal or rule of a king), and ‘fasali’(tallying with seasonal cycle of agriculture) in Persian 

language. 

3. Complementary systems of India- Complementary system of two calendar systems was understood for 

west, but in India the same writers and their blind Indian followers jumbled up all systems and initiated 

ignorant disputes. Firstly we have to understand the three complementary systems of astronomy- Vedanga 

jyotish, Jain jyotish, and Siddhanta jyotish. These three systems are considered gradual developments of 

knowledge. But they are interlinked and complementary, not contradictory.  
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(a) Vedanga-jyotish- Jyotisha is one of the 6 anga (limbs) of vedas, necessary to know its meaning. But the 

present versions of vedanda jyotish as appendix to Rik and Yajur-veda, is merely a calculation manual of 

luni-solar calendar meant for performing yajna. Solar calendar is tallying with seasons, useful for agriculture, 

financial, educational activities and food habits- all of which are yajna as per Gita(3/10,16)- i.e. useful and 

desired production in cycles. Lunar month is based on phases of moon, necessary for worship done with 

mind because moon is born of ‘mana’(mind) as per ‘Purush-sukta’. But vedanga-jyotish does not tell about 

cosmology or creation as mentioned in ‘Asya-vamiya’(1/164) or ‘Nasadiya-sukta’(10/129) of Rik-veda, nor it 

gives measurement of seven lokas describe in Vedas. Thus it can be called only a small part of vedanga-

jyotish.  

(b)Jain-jyotish- This is considered anti to vedika stream by later scholars after Mahavira(1862-1790 BC as 

per puranic tradition).However, this is part of the vedic tradition or at least complementary is seen from the 

following-(i) Rishbha deva(influence in 9,580-8,860 BC) was the first jaina-tirthankar who was also the 11th 

Vyasa as per Vayu(chapters 70,86,98), Kurma and Brahmanda puranas. He also started the system of 

sacred thread(yajnopavita).He can only be called a later founder of veda-purana system, not its opposer.(ii) 

Jain astronomy uses plane-projection maps .Like school atlas, a sphere is shown by two circles. So it has 

double set of sun-moon-stars, i.e. 2 suns, 2 moons, and 54 nakshatras. This has been the main point of 

criticism of Bauddha(including Jain) astronomy in Siddhanta- shiromani of Bhaskara-II and in Siddhanta 

Darpana of Chandrashekar Samanta. However, our puranic description is based on this map of sun-moon 

motion on earth surface. Sun goes up to 23 ½ degree north(same distance in south direction also) on earth 

surface. Since moon orbit is inclined at 5 degree to earth orbit(ecliptic), it goes up to 28 ½ degree north. So 

moon has been called higher than sun-e.g. in Vishnu-purana 2/8. (iii) Measurement of 7 lokas in puranas 

(e.g. in Vishnu purana 2/7) shows link of veda, jain –jyotish and puranas. Vedas tell that sun is atma(soul) of 

world In jain astronomy –  

500 atma-yojan = 1 pramana-yojan. 

Now pramana is defined by meaning of chhanda which is one of the 6 limbs (anga) of veda. Number of 

letters in each of pada(quarter) of chhanda is 1 to 26 for 26 chhandas. First 5 are ‘Ma’ (measure ) chhandas-

Ma , prama ,pratima etc. Maitrayani samhita(2/14/93-97) and Kathaka samhita(39/39-40) tell that earth is 

‘ma’ and antariksha(intermediate loka or world) is ‘prama’. Thus measuring rod for intermediate loka is 500 

times bigger. Measuring rod for previous loka is earth itself. Here earth is our planet earth, enclosing sphere 

of solar system, and galaxy. Lokas bigger than them are measured in 500 times bigger unit. 

Loka Meaning Measuring scale. measure in modern units 

Bhu earth 1000 part of diameter 1000 12800 Km 

Bhuvar 4000xearth diameter ---------- 1 lakh 5 crore kms. 

Svar Solar system(ratha) sun-diameter 156 lakh 2 light years 

Mahar width of spiral arm 500 sun-diameter 100 lakh 1500 light year of galaxy near sun 

Janah galaxy 500x 500 sun-dia. 4 crore 1 lakh light-year 
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Tapah local super clusture 500 cube sun-dia 16 crore 29 crore light year 

Satya Universe 500power4x sun-diam. 24 crore 98 bilion light year 

Thus jain jyotish is essential to understand vedic and puranic measure and is a vedanga. 

(c) Siddhanta jyotish also is part of vedanga jyotish as it explains in detail the size of planets, solar system, 

galaxy(brahmanda) which is limit of sun rays(surya siddhanta 12/82).Its long term constants- eccentricity of 

earth orbit, inclination of its axis and day length are correct for the period of 10,000BC,after end of glacial 

summer. 

4. Start of day, month, year  - For 4 quadrants of a circle, there are 4 alternate points of start of day or 

year. A day can start at any of positions of sun at local horizon- (i) sunrise is natural starting point because 

people wake up and start their work. 

(ii)Noon time is used for using sun shadow for latitude and time. Day of pitar (dead souls) starts then. 

(iii) From evening movement closes and astronomical observation can start. Day of asura (nishachara) 

starts at evening. Now this system remains in Hebrew and Islamic calendar. 

(iv) Mid night is starting of day of devas. It is convenient for calculating time because midnight comes 

simultaneously at all places of same longitude. 

Similarly, year also has 4 points of start- 

i. when sun crosses equator in (uttarayana)northward motion, on equinox(equal day-night)-called 

sayana mesha(0 degree) entry of sun-spring equinox on 23rd march  

ii. When sun reaches north end of the journey (summer solstice) and starts southward journey 

(dakshinayana) on 23rd June-sayan karka(90degree).  

iii. When sun crosses equator in southward motion-autumnal equinox on 23rd September-entry of sun 

in sayan tula(180 degree)  

iv. When sun reaches south extreme(winter solstice) and starts northward journey(uttarayana) on 22nd 

December-sun entry in sayan makar (270 degree)  

Luni-solar years start in the months in which these events occur. In India we are using fixed-star system of 

zodiac (sidereal system-nirayan in sanskrit), which is about 24 degrees more than sayan, i.e. sun enters 24 

days later. Ayana or equinox point is moving backwards in about 26,000 years i.e. 1 month (30degree sun 

motion) in about 2000years .This is the reason of creating new samvatsars at intervals of 2 or 3 thousand 

years. Even solar year like original Julian, now Gregorian calendar does not start with the exact points of 

sun’s entry in the zodiac signs. This is commonly called Christian calendar but it has nothing to do with 

Christianity. It was started by Julius Caeser, emperor of Roman Empire in 46 BC. His descendants actually 

crucified Jesus Christ, but later on this empire became headquarter of Christianity. Original plan was to start 

the year at point of winter solstice, but the practice was to start month from new moon day all over the world. 

So in spite f government order, the year started 7 days after winter solstice. The original intended day of 

start of year was called Christmas. There is system of year end leave called panchratra in Vedas(it is 
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Shadah or six days after every 4 years),Christmas leave or haz in Islam. In India divya day (day of devas)or 

year starts with start of uttarayana or winter solstice. Bhishma Pitamaha waited for 58 days after falling on 

bed of arrows on 10th day of Mahabharat war in 3139 BC. Thus Christmas day is date of demise of Bhishma. 

Date of demise of Jesus Christ is not confirmed-date of crucification is unknown and there is Islamic tradition 

that he did not die and was cured after which he peacefully settled in Kashmir(called Hazarat Bal). 

Bhavishya Purana also mentions his meeting with king Shalivahana after his shaka in 78 AD there. As it is 

start of ‘divya-dina’, it is commonly called ‘bada-dina’. Divya or solar year starts with this month so Krishna 

has said in Gita(10/35) that he is Margashirsha among months. Month is given this name because on full-

moon day of this month, moon is in mrigashira nakshatra. It is called ‘Agrahayana’ because it is start (agra) 

of ‘Hayana’ or year. Year has two halves or ayans-Uttar(north) and dakshin(south)-there sum is hayana or 

complete year. Similarly in chemistry, positive and negative parts of a molecule are called ‘ion’ 

‘Usha’(twilight) period of divya-dina of 365 days is of 15.5 days, so 16 days before start of Margashirsha, 

‘bada-osha’ is observed in Orissa. 

Agriculture starts with spring when harsh winter is gone, so spring equinox is generally start of year. It 

coincided with sun entry in mesh(0 degree) in 285 AD. Now it is on 14th April. There is alternative start of the 

year from the other equinox on 23rd June, now sun enters tula on 14th July. After that another agriculture 

season starts and more importantly, sea journeys start from the next month of Karttika. From summer 

solstice, no year starts, but it is Ratha-yatra of Jagannath on first day of sighting moon in Ashadha month. 

Ashadha is called ‘Akhada’(gymnasium), and it is start of exercises and sports functions like Olympics. 

Start of lunar month can be of two types- 

i. From new-moon day-this is called ‘amanta’ i.e. ending on amavasya. On that day moon stays 

(vasya) with (ama) sun.  

ii. From full moon day(purnima)- This is called purnimanta.  

 There is no dispute between followers of solar and lunar years in India- both are matched with introduction 

of extra lunar month after about 32 months. For calculation purpose all our months are solar. Every maker of 

panchanga first calculates ‘sankranti’ or entry time of sun in different signs. The lunar month of ‘amanta’ type 

in which there is no sankranti is called ‘adhika’(extra). For, festivals, fasting etc. phase of moon is important, 

because moon controls our mind (born from mind of the great Purusha), so lunar months are calculated 

next. 

 5. Literal Meaning- To indicate year Vedas have used only ‘samvatsara’ whose short form is ‘samvat’. This 

is further shortened to san in Persian. Samvatsar has the following derivations and meanings- 

 (i) Collection of seasons-‘Samvasanti ritavah yasmin’= in which ritu(seasons) reside. This has two 

meanings. In the space of solar system there are 6 zones of varying energy- Zone 

Number location Ahargana No.(radius of nth zone=earth radius x 2 power n-3) 

 0 Earth surface 3(2 layers within earth as image of solar system, galaxy) 

1 2 power 6 times earth 9(sphere enclosing moon orbit) 
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2 2 power 12 times earth 15 (sphere extending up to 60% of venus orbit) 

3 2 power 18 times earth 21sphere around sun, radius of 1000 sun diameter) 

 4 2 power 24 times earth 27(maitreya or savitri mandal,1 lakh sun diameter) 

5 2 power 30 times earth 33 (dyu or sky of solar system, 1 crore diameter) 

Energy (prana) of these 33 ahargana zones- 3 in earth and 30 outside- are 33 devata. In Indian scripts their 

signs are consonants from ‘k’ to ‘h’. The scripts are thus a chiti(arrangement, city) of devas in symbols of 

letters- so it is called ‘Devanagari’= Nagar(city) of devas. These 6 zones are called 6 ‘Vashatkara’-each are 

further divided into 6 ahargana spacing ( Shatapatha Brahmana.1/7/2/21,11/2/2/5) Here ahargana is count 

of zones of sun field. On earth it means count of days used for calculation of planetary positions from a fixed 

point of time. Outside earth, zone of sun extends up to 30 dhamas (Rik ved10/189/3,Samveda 

632,1398,Atharva6/31/3 Yajurveda 3/8). Parallel to 6 vashatkara in space, there are 6 seasons on earth, 

each extending to motion of sun in 2 signs (60 degrees). 

(ii)Curved motion- Pandit Madhusudan Ojha in his Brahma-Siddhanta( Nepal granthmala, Banaras Hindu 

University,1963) has derived it from root verb ‘tsara’= to move hidingly or in curve-Panini dhatupatha 

(1/373).It has three meanings-earth motion in its orbit is constantly changing direction, this is cause of 

change of seasons. Change of seasons in solar system or on earth surface is continuous, our marking of 

boundaries is arbitrary.  

(iii)Followed by all-Sam+vat+sarati, i.e. all move according to it. Thus all our activities accounts year, 

educational session, festivals etc. are based on samvatsara. 

Shaka word is used in astronomy books for calculation purpose. This is also used in Vedas but not in the 

meaning of year. This is formed of ‘kush’(straw) whose derivations are- (i) kusha(Panini 9/50)= to extract, 

test or conclude 

iii. Kush or Kus (Panini 4/108) = to join, bind.  

iv. Ku(earth) + shubh(Panini 6/33)= spread on earth or its beauty.  

v. Krish (Panini 4/117)= to be thin or fine  

Shaka has 3 root verbs- 

i. Shaka (Panini 4/76)= to withstand, tolerate.  

ii. Shaklri (Panini5/16)= to have power, able  

iii. Shach (Panini1/723)= to combine.  

Thus a kush (straw) is a thin line shaped object symbol of smallest and root number 1.Counting of bigger 

numbers is by adding it, the cumulative count is ‘shaka’. Countings are marked in the following manner- 

IIII, IIII, IIII, IIII, II ……..  
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After 4 kusha are collected, they are tied with the 5th kusha, thus making bundles of 5-5 kushas. By making 

bundle, ‘kusha’ becomes stronger, and is called shaka (powerful).Thus total count of days(ahargana) is 

called shaka, and the year system starting from a point is also called ‘shaka’. So in Mexico and Sumeria, 

historians have written that years were counted for thousands of years by adding a straw for each year to 

the bundle. This is only conceptual adding, otherwise straw will not last even for one year. For over 

thousands years even the social organizations or government will not survive to maintain this system. 

 Another word derived from this verb is shakra= Indra, king of gods. This can mean – 

i. Powerful(shak+ rak) in destroying daityas-Rikved (4/16/6)  

ii. Shakra=Shata+kratu i.e 100 yajnas. Each samvatsara is a yajna, so a century can be called 

shakra.  

iii. A king starting Shaka or calendar count.  

A kusha can become strong by its bigger size also. Thus the trees of pillar shape are called shaka. In 

Himalayan region Sal tree is Shaka (Sakhua). In South India Teak tree is most important and is 

Shaka(sagwan).The continent where such pillar shaped trees dominate is called Shaka-dvipa. Siddharth 

Buddha was called Shakyamuni because his family was settled in Sal tree area and was called Shakya. No 

Shaka in India was started by Shaka invaders nor they have claimed it. It is only a guesswork by ignorant 

historians. 

Shalivahana had actually defeated Shaka and other invaders as per Bhavishya purana in 78 AD and on that 

occasion he started his Shaka. But his grand-father Vikramaditya also had defeated Shakas etc. and ruled 

up to Arab, but his era is never called Shaka- it is always called Vikrama-samvat. Yudhishthira had not 

defeated any foreign invader, His Shaka merely means counting of time from start of his rule.  

6 Shiva as Kala (time)- Surya-siddhanta(1/10) has described two types of time- 

Nitya kala(eternal time) is without beginning or end. It constantly decays the world so this ‘kala’ also means 

death. 

Janya kala is used for measurement. This ‘kala’ means ‘to measure’ Janya means created. It is related to 

the process of yajna which is productive work of desired form in cycles (Gita 3/10.16).Measurement scale of 

time is based on cycle of yajna. All our yajnas are based on time cycles- day-night (axial rotation of earth), 

month (synodic revolution of earth around earth), Year (revolution of earth around sun),and still bigger 

cycles of yugas. This ‘kalan’ means –to measure, to collect or to calculate and is origin of word ‘calendar’. 

However, Gita tells about three types of kala which are related to three ‘purusha’- 

Kala Purusha (15/16-19)   

Nitya (eternal time decaying world)-11/32 Kshara  

Janya(calculated) -10/30 Akshara  
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Akshaya(conservation laws )-10/33 Avyaya  

There is formless or uniform (rasa- Taittiriya Upanishad 2/7) source which is beyond classification- called 

‘paratpara’ Time of that form is also paratpara which is beyond our imagination. 

 Gita tells these times as form of Krishna or Vishnu. In what sense Shiva is called ‘kala’?  

 In a sense, both are joined and complementary, indicated by the words ‘Hari-hara’ 

 Hari(Vishnu)  Hara( Shiva)   

Creative work (yajna) Outer form(linga) 

Inner consciousness outer perception 

Maitainace(palana) Destruction(laya) 

Jagat (dynamic world) Vishva(enclosed in a boundary) 

Thus Vishnu is inherent process of time and Shiva is its perception by us. In particular, ‘Linga’ has been 

defined of three types in yogashikhopanishad- 

 Definition Name World form Inner form Kala  

 Mula(root source) Svayambhu Whole universe Muladhara Akshara  

 Gamana(motion) Bana(arrow) Galaxy Anahata Janya  

 Lakshna(form) Itara(other) Solar system Ajna  Nitya 

 In model or idol of Shiva the signs of time are the following- 

 Linga of 12 angula height- Shanku(gnomon) for measuring shadow for time, latitude etc. 

 Trishula- Two shadows of shanku and their dividing line 

 Water pot with hole- Ghati=24 minute, measured by emptying of pot. 

 Ghanta-To announce the time. 

 His two sons are two times of jyotish-Ganesha- calculated or janya kala  

 Karttikeya- Eternal time, vedic nakshatras start from krittika. 
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 Ujjain is place of 0 degree longitude, so the kings of this region or of Hastinapur (Delhi) were founders of 

calendar system and the shiva at Ujjain is called ‘Mahakala’. Pashupati is lord of ‘pashu’(created world 

driven by controller).This is symbol of last nakshatra Revati(Tandya mahabrahmana 13/7/3, 13/10/11, 

13/9/24, Shatapatha brahmana 2/3/4/26). Pashupatinatha has 4 faces like 4 quadrants of a circle used for 

start of day or year. 

 7.History of Samvat- Parashurama(6177 BC)- This time is derived from the following considerations- 

 (i) Kollam era in Kerala starts from 824 AD by omitting thousands years. 

 (ii) Parashurama was in 19th treta(Vayu purana chapters 70,86,98, Bramanda purana 12/3/63/120).This is 

on the basis of 12,000 years of ‘utsarpini’ (ascending from kali to satya-yuga), and ‘avasarpini’(descending 

from satya to kali-yuga). Satya, treta, dvapara, kali are of 4800, 3600, 2400, 1200 years. Descending treat 

started from 9,102 BC .After (3600+2400) years, dvapara ended in 3102 BC. Prior to that ascending treta 

started in 22,302 BC after which satya of ascending cycle, satya of descending 

came(3600+4800+4800years).Each treat of 3600 years has 10 parivarta(circle of 360 degrees) yugas of 360 

years each. Thus 10 tretas passed in first treta, and 19th treta of Parashurama was 9th in second period from 

9,102 BC. Thus his period starts from 9102-8x360=6,222 BC. This treta lasted for 360 years up to 5862 BC  

(iii)First Yavana attack was in 6777 BC April according to Megasthenese (6451 years 3 months before 

attack by Alexander in July 326 BC). After that 153 generations came in India till Alexander out of which 13 

generations were not kings. There were two periods of democracy-120 years of Parashurama and 300 years 

of Malavagana from Shudraka (756BC) to Shri Harsha (456 BC).120 years in time of Parashurama had 21 

republics in which kshatriyas were wiped out. Puranas are very specific that tribe of kshatriyas was not 

eliminated, their oppressive policies were stopped. This has been called republic n Greek terms. 153 

generations tally if we calculate from Bahu (father of Sagar killed by yavanas) to kali in Suryavamsha and 

then of Magadha kings of Barhadrath, Pradyota, Shishunaga, Nanda, Maurya, Shunga, Kanva, Andhra after 

which Chandragupta of Gupta dynasty started his rule. 

 Due to end of oppressive rule of kings, a new samvat started with Parashurama. This concept is inherent in 

the literal meaning of ‘raja’. Ruler of a land is merely a ‘raya’. The ruler who looks after (ranjana) people is 

called ‘raja’. 

 Vikramaditya story as per Bhavishya purana (3/1/7/14-18) is – 

 “About 3000 years after the advent of Kaliyuga(in 101 BC), by the command of Shiva, a divine personage 

from the abode of Guhyaka in Kailash took birth as son of king Gandharvasena to destroy the shakas and to 

re-establish vedic dharma. The king was happy with this grace and named the son as ‘Vikramaditya’. At the 

age of 5 years Vikramaditya went to forest to do ‘tapa’(austerity,penance) for 12 years. Then he returned 

with all the powers to the city of Ambavati or Ujjain and was crowned on the golden throne with 32 

‘puttalikas’(images) in kali 3020,or 82 BC. He was assisted by Vetala in revised edition of Puranas. After 25 

years of rule he started Vikrama samvat in Nepal in 3044 kali. He ruled for 101 years and passed away in 

3120 kali i.e. in 19 AD.” 
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 Vikramaditya ruled till Arab in west as per verse by uncle of Paigambara Mohammed who started Islam to 

re-establish dharma which had declined after rule of Vikramaditya. Bible also tells that two astrologers from 

Maga went to predict birth of a prophet in form of Jesus. Thus there was no other king between Magadha 

and Roman Empire then in Israel. As per Nepal list of kings, king Amshuvarman ruled from kali 3001 to 3069 

i.e. 101-33BC. This king is famous as a grammarian also. Reasons of starting Vikrama era in Nepal may be 

following- 

i. Vikramaditya himself might have been born from Guhyaka blessing of Nepal or might have done 

tapa there.  

ii. Pashupatinath of 4 heads is symbol of samvatsara of 4 quadrants.  

iii. The samvat starts after sun has crossed Revati(360 degree), called ‘pashu’ from Chaitra bright half.  

Another Vikrama Samvat was started in Somnath at Gujarat coast from month of Karttika due to these 

reasons- 

i. Karttika is time to start long sea journeys like Karttikeya himself had moved around world.  

ii. Somnatha is lord of Soma(liquid) and the samvat was meant for sea regions up to Arab.  

iii. Krittika is the start of Nakshatras in Vedas (e.g.Taittiriya samhita1/1/2/1) and the great rasa starts 

from this (Devi bhagavata purana9/12/47) The star opposite to Krittika is Vishakha, also called 

Radha (Taittiriya brahman 3/1/1/11,12). Ecliptic and equator both cut each other at start of these 

nakshatras. Thus each has two branch lines-Krittika=scissors, Vishakha=two branches.  

Yudhishthira coronation is just a shaka, Kali is samvat because puranas were compiled at kali beginning 

which is standard of social norms. Similarly Vikramaditya not only re-established dharma in the whole of 

Bharatavarsha,he also revise the puranas to suit the astronomical changes. From Kali era months started 

from bright half, after 3000 years seasons had shifted by 1 ½ months, so month in Vikrama samvat starts 

from dark half. 

8. Saptarshi and Yudhishthira era-Yudhisthira was crowned on 17.12.3139 BC, from which time his shaka 

started. Two gift deeds of his successor grandson Parikshita’s son Janamejaya indicate that ‘Jayabhyudaya 

Yudhishthira Shaka’ was started after Yudhishthira completed his rule in the same year as kali beginning. 

Both the deeds were made in 89th year of this era starting with ‘Plavanga’ year of kali start-at Kedarnath and 

at Muni Brindaraka-kshetra on Tungabhadra river bank. 

At start of Kali era compilation of puranas and branches of Vedas started in institute of Shaunaka at 

Naimisharanya near Lucknow in Uttar Pradesh. So Kali year is called Samvat. 

Cycle sequence BC years start of yuga glacial cycles  

61,902 satya Ice-age 69,200 (previous treta) 

Descending 57,102 treta Flood- 58,100 Manija era,many suktas as per  

53,502 dvapara chyuti(nutation),in Veda-kala-nirnaya  
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Dark age 51,102  kali of Dinanath Shastri Chulet  

(1st) 49,902 kali  

Ascending 48,702 dvapara  

46,302 treta Ice-45,500 

42,702 satya   

37,902 satya 

descending 33,102 treta flood-31,200 

29,502 dvapara Adya treta-Brahma-Varaha-kalpa  

27,102 kali 29,102-Svayambhuva manu  

Initial(adya) 2nd 25,902 kali 27,376-Dhruva-0 

(Svayambhuva) 24,702 dvapara 43x360 = 16,000 

Ascending 22,302 treta ice-20,000 19,276-Dhruva-1 

18,702 satya  

13,902 satya 13,100-Vaivasvata manu  

Descending 9,102 treta flood-9,200 28x360 11,176-Dhruva-2 

5,502 dvapara =10,000 8,476-Ikshvaku  

present 3rd 3,102  kali 3102-kali 5,776-saptarshi-2  

(Vaivasvata) 1,902 kali 1805-Death of Siddhartha 3,076-laukika-3  

Ascending 702 dvapara 725-Malavagana,612-Shakambhari  

AD 1,699 treta 1700-Industrial revolution 

AD 5299 satya 2000-End of treta-sandhya,information era  

Saptarshi era also is called samvat in the sense that it is eternal and does not depend on any human king. 

Brihat-samhita(13/3) of Varahamihira quotes Briddha Garga that Saptarshi was in Magha nakshatra when 

king Yudhishthira was ruling. Stars have no appreciable motion, but the line joining two eastern stars Kratu 
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and Pulaha meets zodiac at appoint which moves backwards by 1 nakshatra in 100 years(Vishnu purana 

4/24/106). Motion of saptarshi is frequently noted at important epochs of history, like 1500 years passed 

from birth of Parikshita to coronation of Nanda, or cycle of 2700 years was completed in the rule of Andhra 

kings (Masya, Vayu ,Vishnu puranas, Kaliyuga raja-vrittanta etc.). 

As per Rajatarangini of Kalhana, chapter 1, Laukika era(saptarshi) started in 25th year of Kali when 

Yudhishthra went to heavens, i.e. in 3076 BC. Yudhishthira was 6 years elder to Krishna, and renounce 

kingdom after death of Shri Krishna when Kali set in, then lived for 25 years more i.e. up to the age of 156 

years. Saptarshi era has been called of 3030 ‘manush’ years in Vayu purana 57/17, Brahmanda purana 

1/2/29/16 and of 2700 divya years in Vayu 99/419.This indicates that divya year means solar year of 365 ¼ 

days and manush year means 12 revolutions of moon in 327 ½ days. Dhruva or Kraunch Vatsara of 9090 

manush years has also been mentioned in Brahmanda and Vayu puranas  

Influence of Vikrama outside India-Jesus Christ was recognized as prophet because it was certified by 

astrologers of Vikrama kingdom. Julius Caesar tried to start his calendar from southern solstice in 46 BC, 

but people in his own country obeyed Vikrama era and started year 7 days after that. History of the 

Calendar(Council of Scientific & Industrial Research,Delhi-1992)-Part C of Report of Calendar Reforms 

Committee,page168 assumes that it started with new moon. But calculation shows that it started with dark 

half when Paush month of Vkrama 10 started. Only Vikrama months start with dark half. As Vikrama rule 

was zone of peace and stability, two of direct disciples of Christ settled in India-St.Fransis in Goa and St. 

Thomas in Madras (Chennai).Jesus himself after resurrection settled in Kashmir as per Islamic tradition 

(Hazarat-Bal=where hazarat Isa settled ,Bal=bahal). Christian tradition tells that he bodily went to heaven-

Kashmir was called heaven on earth, being part of Tibet (Trivishtapa=svarga or heaven).So both the 

tradition mean same. Now Oxford history is falsely propagating that there was no king named Vikrama. 

None of the blind Indian followers have any idea of any calendar system or the fact that all festivals in India 

follow rules of Vikrama-years. 

The same book (History of the Calendar), at page180, quotes Dr.Hashim Amir Ali of Osmania University, 

Hyderabad that Hejira era started on 19-3-622 AD, Friday evening and contained 4 intercalary months of 

118 days till 11th AH starting on 29-3-632AD.Its start was with the day following vernal equinox on18-3-

622AD as in Vikrama year, but intercalation was done at end of year (called Haz-last month is Zilhijja), so 

the year is called Hejira. This was decided by Qalamma (astronomers) at time of Haz, but after death of 

Prophet Mohammad (632 AD), there was turmoil and wars and there was nobody to enforce the rule.It is 

assumed that, Arab people were illiterate, but Brahma-Sphut-Siddhanta was translated in 15 years while Al-

Biruni’s Astronomy in Khudabakhsha library, Patna is lying for 100 years without any hope of 

translation.Siddhanta-Darpana of 1899 was also translated only in 1996 by me and it could have waited for 

ever if it depended on Govt.research Institutes like ISHM or INSA. The translator must be having almost 

similar level of Sanskrit and astronomy knowledge and Arabic in addition. At least about 500 other educated 

readers also must be existing then for whom the translation was done. This was due to close political and 

emotional contact in India and Arab, but we are describing only Harshavardhana as he has been praised by 

foreign traveler Huensang. More powerful was Parmara King of Malva,12th generation after Vikramaditya 

who ruled upto parts of Afganistan. He went in a war to Balkh and proceeded to Mecca for pilgrimage (then 

as a place of Shiva). Prophet Mohammed sought his help in his Zihad(holy war) which was offered by some 

persons with Bhoja-king (Bhoja is generic name of Kings of Malva). The Brahmins who assisted Mohammed 

were called Mohyali-their place is Mohali stadium in Chandigarh. This is in Bhavishya-Purana and Islamic 
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tradition also. Paramar kings were descendants of Yudhisthira as per family trees and Bhavishya purana. 

Bhishma, grandfather of Yudhishthira was of Vyaghrapada-gotra, so Brahmagupta has called his patron king 

as Vyaghrapada. Close links and almost equal level of knowledge were reasons of quick translation. 

Units of Time and Length (Summary) 

Physical sciences and engineering are based on units of measurement of physical quantities. Giorgi in 1902 

proved mathematically that 5 basic units are sufficient to describe all mechanical and electromagnetic 

quantities. This is 5 dimensional mechanical space explained by 5 tanmatas in Sankhya philosophy with 5 

x5 =25 elements. In vedic chhandas there are 5 ‘Ma’ chhandas indicating 5 basic units of measure. 

However, there are 7 basic units in modern SI units for facility of calculation. Similarly, Rigveda 1/164/2 

indicates that ‘ratha’ is linked (yunjanti) with 7 measures, so there are 7 yojanas for length and 7 yugas(time 

cycles). In modern physics, also meter is defined in 4 ways-earth-size,length of pendulum, velocity of light, 

and speed of light. In addition, stellar disances are measured in 3 units-light-year,astronomical unit, and 

persec. 

In vedas also, yojana is defined in 7ways-(1)Nara(human) yojana=32,000 hands, (2)Bhu(earth)-yojana-1000 

or 1600 parts of earth diameter,(3)Bha(=star or 27)-yojana=27 x bha yojana = 216 kms,(4).Prakasha(light) 

yojana-distance travelled by light in 1 truti=1/33,750 seconds,(5).Dhama-yojana-(a)Kshara(on earth) dhama-

720 parts of earth circumference,(b).Akshara-Dhama(in space)-measure in powers of 2 with earth as 

unit,(6)Atma-yojana equal to diameter of sun for measure of solar sysyem in puranas, Sun is Atma of World 

(7)Pramana-yojana –Measure of lokas higher than solar-system is given in puranas is given in units 

successively larger by 500 times.In Jaina-astronomy, 1 Pramana-yojana=500 atma-yojanas,and in 

vedas,prama=antariksha or next loka. 

Micro units should be smaller by 1 lakh times for each of 7 worlds smaller in that ratio starting from 

man.However,Varahmihira has divided angula(digit) by 8 each time.Smallest unit is called paramanu= 4.5 

micron.Shripati calls it trasarenu equal to 60 atoms,so his atom=1.2x 10exp(-7) cm. 

In Lalita-vistara, 1 Paramanu raja=angula x 7exp(-10)=6x10exp(-8) cm. 

In Tiloya-pannati, Trasrenu=Angula x 8exp(-9)=1.4x10exp(-8) cm. 

In these units, measure of solar system is given as sphere of 1 light year radius in 6 different 

units.Maharloka is width of spiral arm of 700 light year radius with 1000 suns called thousand heads of 

Shesha-naga(spiral arm of galaxy).Bhuvarloka,is called varaha(boar),100 sun diameter high from sun and 

10 units wide,i.e. a sphere of 4000 times earth.Janah loka is galaxy whose dimeter of 1.2 lakh light year is 

given in 6 units.It is created in Goloka of 10 times the size which is called Kurma in vedas.Tapah loka is 

visible universe,of about 10 bilion light year radius, equal to da-night of Brahma, given in 4 ways.Satya loka 

is called purusha, 10 times bigger than universe. 

There are 9 units of time in chapter 12 of Surya-siddhanta. These are time scales of 9 stages(sarga) of 

creation from formless in puranas-(1)Brahma period –Time of creation from formless is aday of Brahma of 

432 crore years,(2).Prajapatya is rotation period of galaxy called manvantara of 31 crore years,(3)Divya year 
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is of 360 solar years is rotation period of a fictitious planet at end of 100 crore yojana-diameter aloka(dark) 

earth.,(4) 

Jupiter year is period of 60 years in which saturn and jupiter make 2 and 5 rotations., (5)Pitar day is equal to 

synodic revolution of moon in 29.5 days,(6)Savana(civil) day is from sunrise to next sunrise.Month is of 30 

days, and year of 12 months.(7)Solar time-1 deg. motion of sun is day, 30 deg is month,360 deg is 

year.(8)Lunar-Synodic revolution of moon is lunar month divided into to fortnights of about 15 days each, 12 

months of 354 days are year.(9)Nakshatra-Siderial revolution of earth around its axis in 23hr 56 mts is 

day.Month, year have 30,360 days.. 

7 yugas are-(1)Sanskara yuga-of 4,5,12,18,19years in which education and other human projects are 

completed.(2)Human yuga is of 60,100,120 years,(3)Parivarta yuga is of 360 years, (4).Sahasra yuga-of 2 

or 3 parivarta yuga.Saptarshi move around 27 nakshatras in 2700 years.Romaka yuga is of 2850 

years.(5)Dhruva yuga is 3 times saptarshi yuga i.e. of 8100 years,(6)Ayana period of 26,000 years is manu 

yuga,combined with aphelion of earth, glacial cycle is of 21,600 years.Midlle value of 24,000 years is 

ayanabda yuga of 2 halves of 12,000 years.(7).Astronomical yuga is of 360 ayana yugas of 43,20,000 years 

in which all planets complete a revolution,or magnetic/geographical poles of earth make a circle. 

Units of Time and Length 

By Arun Kumar Upadhyay,IPS 

B-9,CB-9,Cantonment Road,Cuttack-753001 

0671-2304172/23004433,Mob-9437034172 

E-mail: arun_ved@yahoo.co.in 

Units of measurement-A physical quantity is measured by 2 components- 

A basic unit of quantity used as standard for comparison of other quantities. 

A number which is ratio of measured quantity to standard .Basic unit should be available, reproducible, 

convenient to handle and easy to compare through experiments. 

How many units are sufficient-For mechanics,3 units are sufficient-length, mass, time. All other units of 

measurement can be derived from them. In 1901,Giorgi proved that that by adding a quantity related to 

electric properties, all physical quantities can be measured. To show the inter-relation between electricity 

and magnetism, or to explain the property of medium(vacuum or material),another quantity is required. Thus 

5 quantities are sufficient to explain all physical quantities. These are called 5 “Tanmatras” in “sankhya” 

philosophy. For this 5 dimensional view of world, there are 5x5=25 elements in Sankhya. 

5 fold division of units is described by 5 “Ma”(=to measure) chhandas- 

Ma, pra-ma, prati-ma, upa-ma, sa-ma 
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For same type of quantity e.g. length- 

Ma=basic unit(e.g.meter),Pra-ma=multiples(kilometer etc.),Prati-ma=sub-multiples, Upa-ma=Related length 

units(Foot, Nautical mile, light-year etc.), 

Sa-ma=Link with other units(with time through velocity of light, or with area, volume etc.) 

Inter-relation of units of same or different kinds is called “asri-vaya”(upama+sama) 

Various types of inter-relations are called Vaya-chhandas.In context of length, they are classified as-. 

Ma=Prithvi(earth)-Standard rod, earth or earth-like compact body-sun, solar system, galaxy. 

Prama- Antariksha=Intermediate. Regions between and beyond earth(s). 

Pratima-Space,volume. 

Asrivi-Directions. 

Modern units of length-(1)Foot-Based on human foot. 

(2)Meter-It was defined in 4 ways-(i)length of pendulum with half time-period of 1 second,(ii)10exp7 part of 

arc length from equator to north pole,(iii)16,50,763.73 times wavelength of Kr-86 radiation between energy 

states of 2p10 and 5d5,(iv)Distance traveled by light in 29,97,92,458 part of 1 second. 

(3)Nautical mile-1 minute arc of equator. 

(4)Astronomical unit(AU)-Semi-major axis of earth orbit around sun. 

(5)Persec-Distance at which AU subtends an angle of 1 second. 

(6)Light year-Distance traveled by light in 1 year=10exp16 meters approx. 

1 Persec=3.26 light years,1 AU=1.5x10exp11 meters. 

Seven yojanas-(1)Nara yojana=32,000 hands-used for human possessions of land. 

(2)Bhu-yojana—1000 or1600 parts of earth diameter(surya-siddhanta-8km-yojana) 

(3)Bha-Yojana—27 bhu-yojanas=216 kms,used for sun distance and size of galaxy 

(4)Prakasha-yojana—Distance traveled by light in 1 truti=1/33,750 seconds 

(5)Dhama-yojana-Kshara dhama =720 parts of equator circumference =55.5kms. 
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Akshara dhama-Measure of space with earth as standard in exponential scale. Number of powers of 2 is 

equal to akshara in chhanda. Distance d = r x 2 exp(n-3), r = radius of earth, n.= unit of distance 

(6)Sun diameter as yojana for solar system in puranas. 

(7)Pramana-yojana—Starting from solar system, scale for each successive loka in 500 times longer units at 

each step. 

Micro-units-Smaller worlds are successively 1 lakh times smaller-man(meter size), kalila(cell,1 lakh part of 

meter),Jiva(atom of 10exp-10 meter size),Kundalini(nucleus of 10exp-15 meter size),Jagat-particles of 3 

types(10exp-20 meter size-not defined)-Chara(lepton),sthanu(Baryon),Anupurvashah(link-particles or 

meson)  

Deva-danava(10exp-25 meters size)-Creation from 33 types of devas only, not from 99 types of 

asuras(danava),Created world is 1/4th part of purusha.3/4th is field or dark matter. 

Pitar(proto-type, Parents)-10exp-30 meter size. 

Rshi(string-rassi in hindi) 10exp-35 meters size. 

Micro or smallest unit called paramanu by Varahamihira =8x8x8x8 parts of angula = 4.5 micron. Shripati 

calls it trasarenu equal to 60 atoms. So atom=1.2x10exp-7 cm. 

Lalita-vistara-Paramanu-raja = Angula x 7exp-10 =0.6x10exp-8 cm 

Tiloya pannati—Trasarenu = Angula x 8exp-9 =1.4x10exp-8 cm. 

Single object or Brahma is indicated by Angushtha (Thumb).In Purusha-sukta, angula means 96 parts of 

human length, or earth, solar system earth, galaxy as per context. 

Measures of Solar system-Modern estimate (NASA 2002)is that Woort cloud is boundary of solar-system 

at distance of 50,000-1,00,000 AU from sun. Indian measures- 

1. Samvatsara is aditya(energy-field) of sun Fields of galaxy and universe are called “varuna” and 

“Aryama”.This is sphere of 1 light year radius with center at sun.  

2. 1,575 crores diameter in unit of sun-diameter.=2.310 light year.(called ratha of sun).Outer wheel 

dimeter is 6,000 i.e. outer boundary of Kuiper-belt. Modern estimate is about 70,000 plutonic 

bodies of above 100 km size. Puranas tell 60,000 “balakhilyas” of Angushtha size i.e.96 parts of 

earth diameter=135 km approx. Surya-siddhanta calls it Nakshatra-kaksha of sun at 60 AU. This 

has been called Aloka(dark) earth of 100 crore yojanas(8km).Loka(lighted)earth is of 50 crore 

yojana (8km) diameter. This has 7 dvipa/oceans of Priyavrata formed by motion of planets. Inner 

wheel of sun is of 3000 sun diameter i.e. up to Uranus orbit. Practical or Indra zone is of 1000 sun 

diameter(sahasraksha, aksha=sun or eye) up to Saturn orbit. Saturn being at the end of solar effect 

is called son of sun.  
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3. Planetary distances in Bhuvar-loka are in terms of earth diameter. Size of next Svar-loka will be in 

500 times bigger unit. Distance from sun to pole(Dhruva) is 14 lakh x 500 earth diameter which is 

distance of Woort cloud.  

4. Earth diameter x 2exp30 in akshara-dhama units. With three spherical zones inside earth as image 

of 2 bigger earths, there are 33 zones. Energy(prana) of each is a deva. Signs of 33 devas are 

letters from k to h – its arrangement (nagara) is Indian scripts called Devanagari.  

5. Earth/man = Solar earth/Earth.=10exp7,called koti(limit).This is called Maitreya-mandala or 

Savitri(2exp24 of earth size) in which creation occurs. Dyu(sky) of solar system is 10exp7 times 

sun size. Earth is crore times or 24 dhamas bigger than man and is called Gayatri. Savitri x 2exp24 

= Sarasvati(creative field of galaxy).Sarasvati x 2exp24 =Veda (creative field of universe or Veda-

purusha,10 times bigger than universe).Creative aspect is “Niyati”  

Measures of Galaxy-(1)Surya-siddhanta gives 1.87 x 10exp16 Bha-yojanas(216km) =1,23,000 light years 

(modern estimate 1 lakh LY) 

(2)Earth size x 2exp46 is galaxy Its creative field is Kurma(goloka of Brahmavaivarta) of 52 dhama units 

i.e.2exp49 earth size.For 49 ahargana(dhama units) there are 49 letters in Devanagari script from a to h.3 

extra units of Kurma is creator ,conscious being is called kshetrajnya in Gita chapter 13,so 3 letters are 

added at end-ksha,tra,jnya. 

(3)Circumference is 0.5 Para(10 exp17) dhama yojanas(55.5kms).Diameter comes to about 1 lakh LY. 

(4)Size of Kurma in Narapati-Jayacharya is hundred thousand(10exp5) Shanku(10exp13) = 10 exp18 

yojanas.As a purusha of Galaxy, it is 10 times bigger ,so galaxy is about 10exp17 yojanas.In space earth is 

lotus of 1000 petals,1 petal = 1 yojana (Aryabhata) 

(5)Galaxy is 1 crore times solar earth-savitri. 

(6)This is Janah loka of 2 crore yojana radius(1yojana=500x500 sun diameter) 

Bhuvar-loka is sphere of 15 ahargana(dhama) around earth i.e.2exp12 of earth size which is also called 

Varaha. Viewed from sun, it is 100 yojana(=sun diameter ) high and 10 yojana high, up to lunar orbit. This 

covers up to 60% distance of venus orbit. Earth’s exclusive zone extends up to 9 ahargana i.e. 64 times 

earth radius. Moon is within it at 61 radius. Spiral arm of galaxy is called Sheshanaga. Near sun ,it has 1000 

sun like stars called 1000 heads of Shesha. Region of this is called Maharloka, whose size is given as- 

1. 1000 times size of solar system (sahasra-shirsha purusha,1000 heads of shesha)  

2. 43 ahargana =earth x2exp40 (trishtup chhanda has 44 +or – 2,43 letters in Maheshvara sutra)  

3. 1 crore yojanas(1 yojana=500 sun diameters)  

4. Middle loka between earth(bhu) and satya loka 10exp20 times bigger, so it is 10exp10 times earth 

size.  

Tapah loka is given in 4 ways- 

1. 2exp64 times earth size for 64 letters in Brahmi script.  
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2. 8crore yojana(1 yojana=sun diameterx500x500)  

(3)864 crore light year radius –equal to day-night of Brahma. 

(4) Earth orbit/earth =Tapah loka/galaxy 

Satya loka (1) Galaxy x 10exp7 (or 2exp24) 

(2)Maharloka/earth = Satya loka/Mahar 

(3)12 crore yojana(1 yojana =sun diameter x500x500x500) 

Time units 

Modern unit-1 second = 86,400 parts of mean solar day. 

Due to fluctuations and slowing down of earth rotation by tidal friction, new definition was adopted in1967-it 

is 9,19,26,31,770 times the period of light radiated by transition between two ground states of Cesium-133 

atom. 

Nine Indian Time-units- 

1. Brahma-Time period of creation from formless(avyakta)to forms is called a day of Brahma or Kalpa. 

In same period of time, creation dissolves into avyakta(Gita8/17,18). Day of Brahma has been 

defined as of 1000 yugas in Gita, puranas, Surya-siddhanta etc. Each yuga is of 12,000 divya-

years,1 divya-year =360 solar years.Thus,1 day of Brahma =432 crore years.  

2. Prajaptya-Prajapati started yajnya(Gita 3/10),so prajapatya period is period of galaxy from where 

creation started. Rotation period of galaxy is called Manvantara of about 31.68 crore years. Present 

stage is 7th manvantara. This has been called 7th day in Bible. After 4,5th days sun, moon, earth 

were created. So, day cannot mean here rotation of earth or even of sun. This is rotation of first 

creation galaxy. Modern estimate of period of sun revolution around center of galaxy is 20-25 crore 

years.  

3. Divya year is of 360 solar years, arrived in 3 ways. This is approximate period of revolution of 

imaginary planet at 60 AU (or average rotation of about 60,000 Balakhilyas at same 

distance),called Aloka(dark)boundary of 100 crore yojana diameter, This has been called parivarta 

yuga in Vayu, Matsya puranas, which is cycle of historic changes. Third view is that north-south 

motion of sun is like day-night cycle. This cycle of 1 year is 1day(divya).Taking round number 360 

for days in a year, divya year is of 360 years.  

4. Guru scale-In period of 60 years Saturn and Jupiter complete integral revolutions-2 and 

5.Alternatively,Angira-effect (upward convection due to radiation pressure takes 60 years to 

complete(Aitareya Brahmana18/3/17,Taittiriya Br,2/2/3/5-6)  

5. Pitar mana- Synodic revolution of moon in 29.5 days is called 1day of pitars. Varaha is 15 

ahargana or 4,096 times earth size-that is parjanya. Intermediate level is pitar, 64 times earth size 

called pitar. Moon orbit is 61 times earth size. So pitars of human beings also reside on outer 

region of moon. Our bright half of month is night of pitars and dark half is their day.  
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6. Savana mana-Sunrise to next sunrise is savana or civil(practical)day.1month=30 

days,year=12months.  

7. Solar-Apparent revolution of sun around earth is year(sidereal).!/12th part is1 month(1 rashi=30 

deg. Movement).1 day is 1 deg. movement.  

8. Lunar-Synodic revolution of moon around earth is a lunar month.5 angas of panchanga are defined 

from moon and sun—Tithi=(M-S)/12deg.,1tithi =2 karana, yoga=(M+S)/13.3.Nakshatra is average 

daily motion of moon. Vara (day) is cyclic naming of days.  

9. Nakshtra(sidereal)-Axial rotation of earth with respect to fixed stars is sidereal day of 23 hours 56 

minutes. Month, year have 30 and 360 days.  

Micro units of time-Shatapatha Brahmana(12/3/2/1,5) divides mean day length of 12 hours successively by 

15 parts into units named as muhurtta(48 minutes),kshipra, etarhi, idani, prana, aktana(or,ana), nimesha, 

lomagartta, svedayana. It is stated that stars(nakshatra) in galaxy(Brahmanda) are like its loma-gartta(roots 

of skin hairs). Number of lomagartta in a year(Samvatsara) is equal to the number of stars in a galaxy, so 

this unit of time is called lomagartta which is equal to muhurtta x 15 exp(-7) =about 80.000 parts of a 

second. Similarly its 15th part is svedayana equal to about 11,20,000 parts of a second. In this time light 

travels about 270 meters. Rain drops(sveda) move(ayana) about same distance without breaking or joining, 

so this time unit is called svedayana. Estimate of number of stars in galaxy was done after 1985 which is 

correctly estimated in Shatapatha-Brahmana to be 10exp(11). Logic of division by 15 is given that ratio of 

earth orbit to earth size is same as ratio of Tapah-loka(visible universe) and galaxy, both equal to 2exp(15). 

Seven Yugas-By joining two cycles of time, a yuga is formed. Munishvara in his astronomy text Siddhanta 

Sarvabhauma has stated 5 yugas- 

5years,5x12=60,12x60=720,600x720=kaliyuga,kali x10 =1 yuga 

Like 7 yojanas,there are 7 yugas ,depending on completion of various yajnyas— 

1. Sanskara yuga—Education and other reforms projects are completed in 4 to 19 years which is a 

sanskara-yuga.(a)Gopada-yuga-is of 4 years like modern leap year system. Its year starts in 

godhuli-vela(literally cow-dust-time, when cows return home at sunset, dust is raised) like Hebrew 

or Islamic calendars. West Asia was place of Asuras called Nishacharas because their day started 

with sunset. This is described in Aitareya Brahmana 7/13.Suppose,1st year starts at 6 PM on 4-1-

2001.This year Kali will end at 12PM on 4-1-2002 when people will be sleeping, So, kali is called 

sleeping.2nd year dvapara will end on 5-1-2003 at 6AM ,so dvapara is called twilight.3rd year treta 

will end at 12AM on5-1-2004,when people will be standing, so treta is called standing.4th year will 

end on 4-1-2005 at 6PM as there is leap year in 2004.Here year is of 365 ¼ days.(b)5year yuga 

Yajusha jyotisha has described 5 years yuga in which lunar years match with solar year by adding 

2 extra(adhika)months..Years are named by adding pre-fixes sam-, pari-,id-, ida-, anu-, to the word 

vatsara.(c)12 years yuga is revolution period of Jupiter around sun. These are named like months 

of lunar year-chaitra, valshakha, etc.(d)Rahu yuga-It is called Saros cycle in Babylonian astronomy. 

This is relative motion of Sun and Rahu(node of Moon) in 18 years 10,5 days in which eclipse cycle 

repeats. Its half period of 3339 tithis is also approximately eclipse cycle stated by 

Vishyamitra(Rk3/9/9). (e) 19 year yuga—This is followed in Rk-jyotisha, as explained by Sri 

Prabhakara Holay, Nagpur. In this period, lunar years match with solar year more accurately (less 
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than 2 hours error)by adding 7 adhika months. Years are classified into 5 types according to 5 

blocks of 6 tithis in which a solar year starts. In 1 yuga there are 5 years of samvatsara type.  

2. Manushya(human)yuga -- 60 years active life of man is called Angira period in which 6o year cycle 

of guru-years occurs. In 100 years, Saptarshi(Ursa major, ursa=rishi) moves 1 nakshatra i.e.27th 

part of zodiac circle. In Rk-jyotisha calculation, moon moves 1 nakshatra ahead in 100 years. The 

line joining two eastern stars moves 1 nakshatra back in 100 years. This year count has been 

called Laukika in Rajatarangini.1/3rd of divya-dina or parivarta yuga of 360 years is 120 years which 

is human life for astrological timing of events.  

3. Parivarta yuga-This is dvya-dina of 360 years in which historical changes (parivartana)occurs.71 

such yugas make manu-yuga of 26,000 years(precession period of earth’s axis) in Brahmanda 

Purana(1/2/29/19)  

4. Sahasra yuga-Bhagavata purana(1/1/4) states 1000 year satra of Shaunaka in Naimisharanya. 

Compilation of Puranas took about 200 years, but its effect on social norms lasted for thousand 

years. It could be revised only in time of Vikramaditya of Ujjain(82BC-19AD,era started in 57BC) as 

per Bhavishya purana(3/3/1/2-4).During 3000 years, seasons shifted back by 1 ½ months.720 

years of Munishvara is of 2 parivarta yugas.sahasra(1080)years is 3 parivarta. Even Gautama 

Buddha planned his religion for 1000 years. Paigambar Mohammed predicted Islam to last for 1400 

years.. Saptarshi yuga is of 2700 years. It is described in two ways in Brahmanda, Vayu 

puranas.2700 solar years are called divya years, Manusha year is 12 revolutions of moon around 

earth in327.5364 days. Saptarshi era is also stated to be of 3030 manusha years =2717 solar 

years. Romaka yuga of Panchasiddhantika (Varahamihira) is of 2850 years=19 year Rk-yuga x 

150,  

5. Dhruva or Krauncha yuga-This is of 9090 manusha years or 8100 solar years. This is exactly 3 

times saptarshi yuga and about 1/3rd of Ayana or Manu-yuga. Position of north pole of earth makes 

a circle in 26000 years and is close to 3 stars so the period is divided into 3.On earth regions 

around north pole are called Krauncha-dvipa, so it is called Krauncha yuga also. In north India, 

Guru years are calculated as per actual mean motion of guru in 361.14 days (Surya-siddhanta).In 

85 solar years there are 86 guru years. In south India, solar years are named as guru 

years(Paitamaha-siddhanta).In 85x60=5100 years both cycles are completed.On 11-2-4433 BC 

when Rama was born, the year was start of guru cycle in both systems (1st Prabhava year )as per 

Vishnudharmottara purana(82/7,8).Matsya incarnation had occurred 5100 years before that in 9533 

BC. Herodotus gives date of sinking of last island of Atlantis in 9564 BC. This is approximately 

period of last glacial flooding.  

6. Ayana (Precession) yuga-Earth’s axis rotates around pole of ecliptic(earth orbit) in 26000 years. 

This has been called Manu yuga in Brahmanda purana (1/2/29/19).Glacial age on earth is due to 

two cycles-Precession in 26000 years in reverse direction and advance of earth aphelion in 1 lakh 

years. Glacial region is around north pole. When it is inclined away from sun or earth is at aphelion 

it gets less heat. When both combine, it is Glacial ice age. Its cycle is in 21600 years—1/21600 = 

1/26000 +1/100000   

Civil cycle is taken as middle of the two. By taking 24000 years cycle, there is positive error in12000 years 

and negative in other half.(Brahma-sphuta-siddhanta,madhyamadhikara,60,Siddhanta-shiromani of 

Bhaskara-II ,Bhu-paridhi 7)Each half of 12000 years is taken as yuga of 12,000 divya years in every purana, 

Mahabharata, etc. In Mahabharata period Avasarpini(descending) period was running in which part yugas –
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Satya, treta, dvapara, kali, of 4,3,2,1,parts come in that order. Of this order, Kali started on17/18-2-3102 BC 

Ujjain mid-night. The other half is called Utsarpini(ascending) in which kali to satya yugas come. 

7. Astronomical yuga—This is 360 times ayana yuga of 43,20,000 years in which all planets up to 

Saturn complete integral number of revolutions(Bhaganopapatti in Siddhanta-Shiromani of 

Bhaskara-II)Two other cycles depend on it which is not verified so far-(i)Movement of magnetic 

pole and magnetic reversal(ii)Movement of geographical pole in north south direction(Indra-Vijaya 

of Madhusudan Ojha) or equivalent continental-shift.  

Time has been equated to full-pot(Purna-kumbha) or volume .and parallel with 7 chhandas is shown in Kala-

sukta of Atharva-veda(19/7)Brhati-sahasra (36000)days is life period of man (Aitareya BR.).Understanding 

of these yugas explains puranic chronology since 62000 BC. 

(Detail article with references is in Hindi, titled—“Chhanda-Adharita Mapa-Vijnana” 

ARUN KUMAR UPADHYAY-BIO DATA 

1. Son of late Shri Chandra Shekhar Upadhyay(1905-1976) of Bharadwaj gotra and late Smt.Jagatarini Devi 

of village-Paiga, P.S.-Krishnagarh, District-Bhojpur(Bihar) 

2. Date of Birth-30.08.1952,i.e.Vikrama Samvat 2009,Bhadra Shukla 10th .Request to correct official birth 

date 12.12 1952 was finally rejected by govt. vide letter no.17113/ IPS dt.8.4.05 of Home deptt., Govt. of 

Orissa. 

3. Education-Traditional Sanskrit education at home from father Pandit Chandra Shekhar Upadhyay till 1960 

(age of 8) and privately appeared at prachin Prathama and Prachin Madhyma Examinations of Darbhanga 

Sanskrit University. School education from class 6th in 1961;passed matric in 1967 with national scholarship. 

Studied science at Science College, Patna till B.Sc. Physics Hons. While studying in M.Sc., joined in I.F.S., 

Punjab cadre in 1974.Then joined in I.P.S., Orissa cadre in 1976.While in service, passed 

M.Sc.(Mathematics) from Utkal University privately in 1981. 

4.Family Tradition-Since beginning one person in each generation was studying Sanskrit in traditional way. 

Family migrated from Gorakhpur 500 years ago. Under patronage of king of Varanasi title of Upadhyay was 

given for a book on Algebra in Sanskrit about 200 years ago. Father Pandit Shri Chandra Shekhar 

Upadhyay was the first person in family to be allowed to study English on the condition that Sanskrit study 

will continue in traditional manner. He was Chief Examiner of Bihar-Utkal Sanskrit Parishad. When in 1936 it 

was objected that he has no degree in Sanskrit, he passed Sahityacharya from Calcutta. Seeing Oxford 

attempts of destroying Vedic culture, he wrote Vedic Kosha in 1938-58.He wanted to explain astronomical 

meaning of vedic words and fix date of its compilation. But it needed highest level of Physics and 

Mathematics knowledge. On direction of a Tamil saint in 1938, he started the work on prophecy that 

astronomy part will be done by his son(myself) to be born in 1952. Vedik Kosh was published by Nag 

Publishers ,Delhi-7 in 1995. 

5. Books- 
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(1) Siddhanta Darpan-In 1983, a Math Prof. wanted assistance to do Ph.D. on 8 verses of Siddhanta Darpan 

as it was written in Oriya script. After giving assistance to Prof. in Bihar desire to write full commentary on its 

2500 verses arose. Collection and study of books on Indian and Modern Astronomy started.In1993, Hindi 

translation was started. In 1995, Govt.of India granted financial assistance for publication. Sanskrit text with 

Hindi translation was published in 1996 by Nag Publishers in 600 pages. English translation with 

mathematical commentary (1200 pages) was published in 1998. 

(2) Sankhya Siddhanta-Scientific explanation in Hindi is published from Nag Publishers under Govt. grant. 

(3) Origin of Orissa Names-Chronology, geography of Puranas and origin of place names, titles as per veda, 

Puranas. Published by Kitab Mahal, Cuttack. 

(4)Durga Saptashati re Ekatva(Oriya)-Unity of agama-nigama-purana in Durga Saptashati and explanation 

of concepts as per puranic history and modern science like 

nyasa,tattwa,chhanda,devata,bija,maya,loka,etc.-Unique Publishers, Cuttack. 

(5)Panchanga Parichay(Oriya)-Meaning of calendar from Vedic period with outline of calculation methods-

Kohinoor Press, Cuttack. 

(6)Science of Shraddha(English)-Based on works of Pandit Madhusudan Ojha and his disciple Pt.Motilal 

Sharma and my own interpretations of size, location of lokas as per modern science. To be published by 

Rajsthan Patrika Prakashan, Jaipur.  

(7) Vedic view of Jagannatha-Published from Sansrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati. 

(8)Tattiriya Samhita-Scientific commentary to be started in a year. 

(9) Philosophy of mathematics- Translation of 3 books by Jagadguru swami Nishchalananda Saraswati, 

Shankaracharya of Puri. 

6.Research Papers-(1 )Use of astronomy in dating of history 

(2) Astronomy of Vedic Times (Hindi& English)-Complementary nature of Jain-Vedic-Siddhanta astronomy 

and their epoch in 9000 B.C.-Narosa Publishing House, Delhi. 

(3) Three Sevens-Foundations of Vedic Science (Hindi &English)-Classification system of vedic sciences as 

per first verse of Atharva veda 

(4) Vedic Cosmology-Purush (Pura or structure) and Shri (Field of 0 to 10 dimensions) forms for complete 

picture(both by LBS Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Delhi). 

(5) Shaka and Samvatsar (Hindi & English)-Bauddhika Sampada, Nagpur. 

(6) Frontiers of Research as per vedic Knowledge-Discussion of unification theories. 
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(7) Science of Tantra and Mahavidya-Interaction between three system or trees of world and their structures 

(Journal of Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeeth, Allahabad) 

(8) Structure of World Scripts as per Vedas-Six types of world scripts as per description of world in 5 to 10 

dimensions-Bhandarkar Oriental Inst.Pune(Maharashtra). 

(9) Land of Indra-Indra is lord of east, signs found in Orissa, Asam, Burma, etc. 

(10) Multiple Vedic Rudra-Astronomical meanings(Bauddhik Sampada,Nagpur, Tirupati Sanskrit 

Vidyapeeth). 

(11) Classification of Philosophy-Scientific basis –in Facets of Indology- Pratibha Prakashan, Delhi-

7.(12)Vedic foundation of Homeopathy-Vijnana Bharati, Jabalpur. 

(13) Contributions of Chandrashekhar to astronomy-Institute of Physics,Bhubaneswar. 

(14) Geography of Siddhanta Darpan-Assistance to Delhi Univ. thesis 

(15) Astronomy in Vedas-Assistance to Gurukul Kangari Univ. thesis. 

(16) Measure of Worlds in Vedas-Academy of Sanskrita Research, Melkote-Tattvadipah (17) Nirakar ke 

Rupak-Terms of Nirguna and Sufi thought explained by vedic texts 

(18)Vishva-Vriksha and Veda-Shardapitha, Dwarka, Gujrat 

(19)Bharatavarsha ka namakarana (20)Kashikhanda ke vishishta vaidika shabda (hindi)-Samakalina 

Abhivyakti, Delhi 

(21) Jagannatha and his Buddha-incarnation (Int. Conf. at Bangkok, London) 

(22) Bismillah=786 (23) Nature and Time of Vedic Mathematics(Inst.Hist.Math, Shimla) 

(24) Kalidas-trayi ka kal aur kriti(hindi)-Meghduta(Oriya) 

(25)Place of Bhubaneswar(astronomical, Vaishnav,shaiva,shakta,bauddha) 

(26)Chhanda-Adharita mapa-vijnana(hindi-Veda Vidya, Ujjain, GanganathJha, Vidyapeetha, Allahabad 

(27) Shankar-Panchanga-Calendar of Puranas,detailed dates from Mahabharat era 

(28)Vedik Deva-Sanstha of Orissa (29) Jagannatha panchdashi(both in Oriya) 

(30)Gayatri-Panchadashi-Veda-vidya,Ujjain (31) Aditya and varaha in Vedas-Anusandhanam-Meerut 

University.(32) Other works of Shri Jayadev, (33) Yajna ka Vyavaharik Artha-Anusandhanam, Meerut. 
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